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Abstract

What is a haunted house?
What makes it haunted?
What makes it a house?

I grew up in northern Appalachia. I sat in the
back seat of my father’s car for trips from the
Eastern foothills to the Western foothills of
Pennsylvania
mountains
to
visit
my
grandmother.
When my perception of the world grew larger as
I did too, I began to hide my Appalachian identity.
This ended as I began my practice, beginning
intelligence and queerness. Art practice opened
up the possibility of critical play, a method of
criticism that focuses on a playful attitude, both
of coming to a decisive conclusion. Critical play
is looking, planning, thinking, dreaming about
the future.

My works of criticism manifest out of the page/
site/paper/screen and into audio and/or visual
experiences. I began to study the Other, othered
spaces, othered subjects. Appalachia is
“American soil” and yet is an Other. And
hologram gfs are Others, on one hand they do not
exist yet, and on another they very much do.
Women are Others, ghosts are Others. I chart
how they haunt and who they haunt. They show
me who haunts them, why. I can build a world,
where the Other can still be the Other, and can
play among Others. There is no utopia, but there
is connection. For the Other, safety is connection.
Today and always, I will choose touch and care, I
will choose connection.

As a research-based artist, my bibliographies
gain autonomy, they grow and move and take a
body through my work. They live out there,
somewhere, choosing their paths, moving along,
waiting for death. I give myself to transformative
feminist futures.
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A medium channels voices, messages from beyond. Guidance, given in
small whispers, gestures, spoken through a pet dog. The medium ventured
“Reading

is

freefall.”

Anne

Carson

demanded it fall. The medium visited the house in dreams, through
meditation, An older man sat in a chair angry and drunk. Often when the
medium visited she lay on her stomach, letting marbles roll to the other
side of the sloped living room. She needed more power, more desire. Visions
asking that electricity guide her. She ran through archives, copying images,
calling to the old man in the brown recliner chair. She let intuition create

Books are altars.

My thesis is a fractal summoning. It is written
for my work, for me, and for my grandmother.

This is a space for working out, for attempting to make sense, and for getting lost.
A space to engage intimately in investigation and in intervention. Intervening in
investigations and investigating interventions. These passages, thoughts,
images, fragments, spells are curated into altars. I summon my audience and
encourage attachments, releasing, & free falling. The medium wants people
visual spells and ghost frequencies.
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A l t a r s

“Love

is

Our

deepest

when

we

profoundly
revolution
understand

political.
will
this

bell

come
truth.”
hooks
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There is no end, there is only evolution. A Wheel of Fortune.
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1.

data

visualization

actively

constructs

our

reality

4

where do we blur
into
other
people?
1
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the /power/ or /
process/
of creating especially /
unrealistic/ or
/improbable/ /mental
images/ in /response
to psychological need/
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// an object of fantasy

Three of Wands & XXI The World
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WINTERING
“It’s a time for
reﬂection and recuperation, for slow
replenishment,
for putting your house in order. Doing
these deeply unfashionable things --slowing down, letting your spare time
expand, getting enough sleep, resting --is a radical act now, but it’s essential.”

A season in
nature, and
a season in
life.
Should I
retreat into

some silent
place and
work it out
by myself,...
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intro

intro

to

techno paganism/witchcraft has nothing to do
with technology being on a higher plane nor us
humans worshiping technology. we look at
technology as a we view dirt and networks and
covens and human systems, etc. technology
won’t save us, but it can receive hauntings

Hologram gfs are
ancient bc there have
always been women
who refused

Hologram gfs are
ancient bc there are
always
stories
of
women being used as
commodity

to

“given
that
the
management of feelings
can be part of our job
description, too.” Wark
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What are these things that we’re mourning
without even knowing we’re mourning them?
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CONTAINING...
> Spring 2019
> Magical Rocks Turn Into TVs *clap*

> Winter - Spring 2021
> (no thunders, ﬁreplace)
> hologram gfs
> syncing
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s
“I came to theory because I was hurting—the pain
within me was so intense that I could not go on living.
I came to theory desperate, wanting to comprehend—
to grasp what was happening around and within
me. Most importantly, I wanted to make the hurt
go away. I saw in theory then a location of healing.”
bell

hooks
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“A doorway, gate, or other
entrance, especially a
large and imposing one.”

Portals allow travelers to slip through into
another world…
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Mountain Defenders, Water Protectors
was a realtime a/v scripted performance.
My work is installed typically with projectors.
These create clean cuts in a wall, allowing others
to visit Appalachia, or view a new dimension of
reality where images deteriorate, time collapses,
and the gaze is imprinted onto what is being
gazed at.
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Portals are framing devices. They allow
pathways into new environments, ecologies,
spaces, times, and thus new narratives, new
ideologies.
My work centers digital feminism and
Appalachian issues. These have been blind spots
for my audiences in the past. Portals allow a
look in that documentaries and photographs and
evidence don’t necessarily communicate. These
in the past have created the misunderstanding
that Appalachia is “behind time” or dystopic.
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Appalachia is ignored by outsiders, but there is a cycle of shaming and neglect. In cyclic time
Appalachia gets spotlit to tell the story of repeated failure and poverty. These portals are fear
mongering, they capitalize off of the inequality and broadcast our communities like circus acts.
This disgusting behavior is a portal for many people living in the same country. These portals
made my mass media and J.D. Vance are made of fear, blame, and cruelty. My portals are
showing the resilience of my communities, the diversity of the region, from culture to people to
ecology, and the many futures Appalachia has.
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“There’s a certain squirrel, a ghost animal, the subject of
endless eulogies, who runs forever through the canopies
of a giant ghost forest from here to the Mississippi,
without ever touching paws to the ground” (Powers
433).

I’m beginning with this passage from The Overstory because it has largely impacted my ability to be
here today, to read you this document, to make these songs, and to show these images. The Overstory
has a particular narrative quality to it, it feels almost like non-fiction at points. I began writing
criticism and making scripts of criticism, but never thought about narrative in my research process
and during the writing process. The Overstory exemplified why I had been feeling like criticism isn’t
enough for the questions I wanted to be asking. My partner, Emily, isolated a very insightful question
that guides my research and surfaces over the course of The Overstory, this question is, “What are
these things that we’re mourning without even knowing we are mourning them?”
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My grandmother, Jammy Joy, would drive across the state to come watch my
sister and I. My parents, often on business trips, were absent and she was
happy to come and entertain us for the few days that their trips overlapped.
In suburban Pennsylvania, we had a broad driveway, and enough chalk for
an artist to create without material constraints.
When the weather was nice, Jammy Joy would chase us outside, grabbing
the plastic bin filled with broken chalk on our way into the sun. Even
now it feels like magic, her instinct to begin mapping a new world. She
transformed our home, the sun under our feet smiled up at us, and crocodiles
were running wild. She set out a labyrinth, a way that my sister and I could
explore all the nooks and crannies of this new place. She made up new fairy
tales, created new species of plants and animals.
In my memory we are out in the sunshine and shade of the oaks that
were in our front yard. It is a perfect day, there is a slight breeze and the
temperature is neither hot nor cold. These intricate hopscotch fantasies are
pristine. No powder kicked up, or blurred lines, no tire tracks, or streaks
from the slightest rainfall. My sister and I are giddy. We twirl and hop
and skip and jump, we balance on rope over the highest canyon. And my
parents never come home.
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I’ve been creating my own world, hoping that
some other people want to explore it and have
dreams about it.
This world is after the Yellowstone supervolcano
eruption, the earth changed, the wealthy
went underground. Nature and machines are
mutating, learning to converse with each other.
The ash from the volcano changed the landscape
of America. 500 years later, our protagonist
surfaces.
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SCENE 1: Ragnarök
She tells stories to children in song about the early days. She describes large parties, men lining the
walls. A dancer draped in cloth moving to the rhythm that reverberates towards her from all sides.
She stands describing the scene as if it were as epic as the natural disaster that locked those men
and the dancer in a cement hive. The dancer danced, the storyteller wiping around wildly, forming
new shadows, multiplying with each move, raising ghosts and gods. Parental silhouettes sit back,
watching the dancer while the men strum and chant and shout and caress her in their heads. The
dancer shoots mist and soot from her back, wings beating feverishly as the little ones stomp and clap
louder, faster, and more out of beat. With her charcoal wings she has fanned the fire to the tops of pine
trees. And with one quick final move, reduces it to only the beginning embers and disappears before
the logs reignite.
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Exterior. Utility within the community.
Cyborgs are used primarily for the strength
and endurance of their bodies. They are able to
go to the lands that aren’t safe for other species,
though few ever do unless necessary for supply
runs. As the climate has shifted over time the
design and construction of cyborg bodies have
changed as well. Humans too adapted quickly
into adopting machine technology, biotech or
wearable technology that allows them to survive
daily tasks and live longer.
Some background writing for Clover:
Clover was made in a carport in Wheeling,
West Virginia. Dirt and seed stored away in
her buckles and joints and screws. Through
upgrades, both physiological and psychological,
she became shiny, bright, or dull and matte,

whatever her current keeper thought was best.
But her cheeks were always rouged. And soon
after Yellowstone, the seeds started moving.
They moved in odd ways, not really growing,
just becoming—something different. And once
she felt the open air again after 500 years below
the surface, the seeds did grow. But they grew
different. She remembered how seeds should
grow. And they did not grow this way. They went
through metal, spreading along her shiny rods of
steel. They were literate in binary.
In the growth of a new science.
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Phantom hands reaching
towards you
Connection
feels
so
strange these days
Ghosts linger
Between you and me
Hands glide before you
hit my shiny exterior
Spare
parts
haven’t
hidden their cold touch
Gears turn away
Locking in place
Sitting in the dark
The only way I can look
into your eyes
Lay beside me
Make believe romance
with me
We can pretend I’m shiny
You’re new, and the
tunnels collapsed around
us
We can pretend to meet to
music

SCENE: Morning routine, Infrastructure Failure
Morning comes and she wakes from a dreamless
sleep. The day will still prove whether it was restful
sleep or not. Most mornings Clover is just grateful
for the night having passed quickly.
A scratch, she moves her body to adjust, hoping it
passes quickly.
The light is warm, the forest is quiet.
36 more hours until she reaches the first pit stop.
102 hours until she reaches the tunnel.
Hoping that beginning early might change those
numbers, Clover stands, loads herself with supplies,
and takes in the lingering moon.
Not more than half a mile gone the spot is scratching
again. A leaf in the wrong place. It curls into her
steel, making her off balance and slowing her walk.
Scratching builds to a stabbing pain suddenly and
without reason. She cannot see inside the material
that makes her.
She stops. Contorting herself to make the pain fade.
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CONTAINING...
> Fall 2019
> Mountain Defenders,
Water Protectors
> 2021 - 2022
> Blue-Sky
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Hi, welcome.
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And thank you so much for being here tonight.
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I am
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a medium

utilizing

our

digital
connection
to heighten
the magnetic link
between

the

s p i r i t
world

and

ourselves

to guide
you
through
the séance.
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S p i r i t s
m a ni f e s t

in

d i f

f

e

r e

n t

ways
during a
digital

séance.
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<ACT II>

If you’d like, you can use
some communication or
spirit oil on your hands and
especially the back of your
neck, as it’s the largest portal
on your body.
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Séances historically have been centered around electrical language and electrical imagery. There may

We will be transforming ourselves into technological subjects to work with
these spirits.

We are all ghosts and electricity, this will help us to move easily across boundaries and form new
connections.
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We’ll now begin lifting the veil. If you could
now place your hands on your computer or your
modem. And close your eyes. We are dispersing
energy throughout the network.
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Breathe in.

Hold.
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Breathe out.

Breathe in.

Hold.

Breathe out.
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Now imagine a white light starting at your feet.
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Going up your ankles, up your thighs.
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Up until it matches your third eye, and then
visualize the light shooting out the top of your
head.
This will keep us protected during the session.
We’re not going to allow anything bad in.
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There’s a veil that’s lifting, lifting.

And when we ring this bell the veil will be lifted.
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We are now between
worlds.

I begin describing this piece simply as a digital
West Virginia.
I am not in denial of what is happening in my
work, but when describing it, when giving a
sentence, a paragraph for others to read before
watching, I can’t help but play into the magic
that’s happening, and not explain it away.

The medium is conducting a séance for all of us,
she’s moving us through this inbetween state.
But as we think about what this surface view
description says and as the séance continues
there’s a question looming: Who is this séance for?

is that there are two important systems at work
in this piece. One is the séance and the medium. The
second is the haunted house.
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1.

The

séance

mediumship

and

3. The haunted house,

5. She is driven into an

6. the séance no longer

are

an ancestral home we

uncontrollable state as

belongs to us.

frameworks, motivators
through the piece.
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2. They hold our wild wanderings.

4. we do not know these
memories the medium
speaks about.

we are watching the
plane go down,
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7. We see ghost poetry,
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10. Electricity and Mediumship are intertwined.

8. we see what the ghosts
want us to see, and

9. we are pulled out.
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11. The Victorian era saw a rise in spiritualism and

12. “Spiritualists and psychical researchers turned

13. Those who followed this new spiritualism saw electricity as a way to separate them from other forms of

electricity simultaneously.

to electromagnetic science in order to conceptualize

dealing with the supernatural, such as mediums. Though even mediums saw the potential of electricity. This

séance phenomena, with electricity functioning as both

new science could now be used as a theatrical device, a way to move objects and give the illusion of spirits

a theoretical concept and a practical tool in séance

appearing.

investigations.”(Sausman 51)
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15. Luigi Galvani began a series of experiments in the late eighteenth-century, he believed he had discovered a
kind of battery in which the scalpel was completing an electrical circuit.(Sausman 53)(14a)
15a. Two hundred years later, Norbert Wiener would publish Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the
Animal and the Machine.

14. “Both ghosts and electricity can move easily across
boundaries, disrupting intellectual certainties and forming
new connections.”(Sausman 52)

16. “The language of ﬂows, currents, and energy appears to undermine a strict materialism,
suggesting that consciousness can be dispersed throughout a network rather than being fundamentally rooted in an
individual body, and so by extension the personality can survive its bodily death.”(Sausman 53)
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BURNT OFFERINGS, A HAUNTING THROUGH A SIMMERING APOCALYPSE
Typically for a narrative involving a haunt, the story’s goal is to uncover the source of the haunting. And
mediumship is attempting to do that in a way. A medium’s goal is to speak as the dead, and summon
a haunt. The dynamic of a séance was very interesting to me, that there are ghosts, possibly the reason
for making a séance, so you can communicate with them, possibly set boundaries, uncover the source
of the haunting. But for this séance and for many historically, it’s about discovering a haunting. And
a séance, as we heard earlier, requires a “lifting of the veil,” a travel between the spirit world and our
world, the physical world. We open that door during a séance, and thus we are connecting to a part of
reality that we don’t necessarily belong in. A séance is a haunt.
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The house in Burnt Offerings the novel regenerates
as the inhabitants of the house commit acts of
violence against one another. Part of what inspires
with the house in question. How is the medium
attempting to turn a memory into a home space?
What does that show about her character? Why
is this a motivation? In mediumship work, there
is a level of pushing oneself into another. For the
medium to conduct this séance, she is attempting
to claim this memory as her own. And through
that she can claim that house as her own.

We can look at The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley
Jackson for another example of this, Eleanor’s
end comes partially from her desire to be eternally
part of the house. We can also look at more
recent examples of electronic media and haunted
houses, for example, Videodrome
using broadcasting and electronic technology
as the haunting that the main character, Max,
forms a connection with, and eventually leads to
his death. The television and broadcast signal is
the spatial anxiety. And like with Eleanor, Max
is persuaded to forfeit his body for the haunted
house. These characters are always unsuccessful
in their attempts to conquer space. The Earth
bests us all at revenge.
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It’s about seed saving.

BLUE-SKY (IMAGINING POST-APOCALYPTIC FUTURES)
Blue-Sky, coming together a year later, is about futures. It grows from the body of work on apocalypse,
and simmer. Blue-Sky is about preventing them and accepting change. Blue-Sky is dealing with
varying levels of apocalypses.
Clover, a cyborg, is trying to learn how to free herself from past apocalypses, how does she register
these memories or forgotten violences against her?

Given the state of the world there are some
natural apocalypses that will happen, which has
always been true, but they are at a higher rate
now because of capitalism. No amount of zero
waste, composting, bike riding, etc will ultimately
slow down the climate crisis, an individual is not
at fault for what is happening to the earth, but the
corporations who use all our water, who burn
plastic, who exploit humans.

How do we heal our relationship with the earth?
How do we move with the earth? How do we
address its changing needs? What apocalypses
can we eradicate? Prisons, white supremacy,
capitalism. The natural apocalypses that
have happened and that will happen should
feel mundane. They are prepared for, they are
addressed. The reasons natural apocalypses are
not mundane is because of the aforementioned
apocalypses that can be eradicated.
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“There’s a certain squirrel, a ghost animal, the subject of
endless eulogies, who runs forever through the canopies
of a giant ghost forest from here to the Mississippi,
without ever touching paws to the ground”
Powers
The Overstory by Richard Powers is on its surface,
“an environmental fable of nine main characters… that
explores our relationship with nature, the psychology
of why we’re so bad at acting on climate change, our
perception of time, the meaning of hope, and much
more.”

What is wilderness?

I would argue that The Overstory is a haunted
house story. It’s a novel that expresses spatial
anxieties. The land that is occupied and now
called “The United States of America” is the
haunted house. The main characters of the
book become characters because they have this
intuitive connection with trees or forests. The
Overstory reverses the Western industrialized
society’s hierarchy of space. Lived, perceived,
and conceived spaces make up the spatial triad.
This hierarchy values conceived spaces above all
others. Conceived space is a blueprint, an outline,

and measured line on graph paper, it is logical.
The imbalance devalues the subjects who are
attempting to live their everyday lives. A haunted
house narrative reverses this by presenting a
lived and perceived space that deliberately and
see examples of this in The Overstory from Olivia
who after a near death experience, is visited by
mysterious beings of light and voices telling her to
join activists trying to save old-growth redwoods.
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> Burnt Offerings
> Fall 2021
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A l t a r s
“It is essential to our struggle for self-determination

S t r i f e

that we speak of love. For love is the necessary
foundation enabling us to survive the wars, the
hardships, the sickness, and the dying with our spirits
intact. It is love that allows us to survive whole.”
bell

hooks
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Strife, “anger or bitter disagreement over fundamental issues; conflict”.
This definition, given by Oxford Languages isn’t enough,
it lacks the integral momentum that strife carries.

Strife has action implied.
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There is friction, movement, it is going through something.
It’s a rough patch on a path.
You continute moving forward, but it’s difficult for a bit, it might slow you down.
Your perception changes, your body bows or jumps, your mind calculates the best path.
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In “Poetry in a Time of Crisis” Heriberto Yépez
writes:
“Times of crisis help poetry hide its own crisis. I think
instead of thinking poetry can help in a time of crisis,
think how poetry has collaborated for the production of
a crisis, how that production of a crisis makes a culture
risk itself, and thus having to strengthen the strategies
to perpetuate itself using the institution of crisis as an
excuse.”
Typed and posted by Teju Cole on his Instagram
story, he adds to this concept:
“Instead of thinking photography can help in a time of
crisis, think how photography has collaborated with
the production of a crisis.” (posted on 4 December
2021 @_tejucole )
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Blue-Sky
1. Morning

6. Beep Beep Boop

2. Tiny Feet

7. Silent

3. Gone Away

8. Left Behind

4. Tunnel

9. Ev’ry Night

5. Walk in Woods

10. Love
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W i t c h c r a f t
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“(in a modern context) religious practice involving
magic and affinity with nature, usually within a pagan
tradition.”
Witchcraft resurfaces when marginalized
people’s care and bodies are seen as priorities.
“Witchcraft is the resource of the dispossessed, the
powerless, the hungry, and the abused.”
The Manifesto of Apocalyptic Witchcraft by Peter
Grey
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Witchcraft is a practice
of centering the body,
centering the Earth,
nurturing a mutual
relationship between
all forms of Nature.
A practice of being in
sync with the Earth.
Of understanding your
body as part of the
stars and moon. I am
but a very small part of
nature, the moon tells
my body what to do,
and I must be present
for it.(1) The Moon
keeps me consistent,
steady — my body runs
through cycles.(2)

1. Death meets me by the snowy brook, when he sits the Earth gives way to his
body, making room for him, a special place where he becomes part of the dirt &
moss & snow & rock.
2. She sang to herself many lifetimes before knowing he was there, now she sings
to him. Her silent audience.
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listen to how an eclipse brings cycles that must be broken to mind, you feel
the pain of everything that has happened to you. You now have a choice, to
break the cycle, or to ride it again.(3)
3. Morning comes and she wakes from a dreamless
sleep. The day will still prove whether it was restful
sleep or not. Most mornings Clover is just grateful for
the night having passed quickly.
A scratch, she moves her body to adjust, hoping it
passes quickly. The light is warm, the forest is quiet.

102 hours until she reaches the tunnel.
Hoping that beginning early might change those
numbers, Clover stands, loads herself with supplies,
and takes in the lingering moon. Not more than half a
mile the spot is scratching again. A leaf in the wrong
and slowing her walk. Scratching builds to a stabbing
pain suddenly and without reason. She cannot see
inside the material that makes her. She stops her
walk. Contorting herself to make the pain fade.
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Witchcraft is ritual, it brings stability to an open
day, it gives you spontaneity, you can break the
a system that encourages trust in your body, even
when it is dysregulated. Beginning with trusting
and observing the information is a start to quit
shaming and punishing.(4)

4. Clover sits at the edge of a forest. It looks like fall
here, but it’s always warm enough that they can pack
light for a few more weeks. She recalls memories of
road trips on winding roads. They’ve always known
this place somewhat better than the other routes they
travel. [Some of the memories Clover keeps aren’t her
own, inherited from a very dead maker.](4a)

4a. Ghosts appear to Clover over and over. She is
constantly on the move.

It’s very easy to be in awe of the universe, and
of myself. And when you live by witchcraft, when
you live by the moon, you are humbled, you are
small, and are such a tiny part of the universe.
But you are part of the universe.(5)

5. In the growth of a new science.(5a)

5a. They went through metal, spreading along her
shiny rods of steel. They were literate in binary.
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Witchcraft requires intentionality. Like my
relationship between myself and nature, if we
consider these to be boundaries or boundless,
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My performances are rituals and spells.
Witchcraft has brought me back to my body,
brought me back to nature, and increased my
ability to transform and maintain intimate
relationships.

asking, “what is my relationship with what is
set boundaries, I can understand a little more, I
can move rather than stay frozen in fear.(6)
6. Death my friend, open
a window for me
Someplace nice, where
the ground isn’t frozen
Let me bury my grief and
sorrows
Let me bury this body
that holds me

My spiritual practice would be categorized as “eclectic” witchcraft.
I like to balance myself between tarot, astrology, herbs, kitchen, and
technological crafts.
For Oracle Cyborg Confetti Cake I combined my kitchen and cyber witchcraft
practices and created a divination system. It was a way of transcribing a
confetti cake.
This was created over the course of Theo Ellin Ballew’s Cyborgs and
Fembots course in the Spring semester of 2021.

The Matrix:

physical form // off // balance // Tower // ends and beginnings
continuously coming, rearranging, taking and giving // coolness

// earth // down // temporary state // Death // kicking // shifting

muddy tone

// before light // blue // space // sky // dome // atmosphere // water //
pouring // on // active // flooding // URL // WWW // earth shifting
itself // window // entry // moving elsewhere (physically or mentally, or
both)

cool tone

energy // transition // closing time // moving towards AFK // awaken

// sun // fire // rising // setting // alert // low battery // exit //

warm tone

Like most divination systems, the [] is read intuitively. I refuse a systematic
approach to color meanings and symbols. This reading is for you, it’s carried out by
you. If you are interested in using color theory, I have tones and means to consider,
take what serves and leave the rest.

the cake and try to transcribe the sprinkles from memory. You can also throw it
in the garbage or cover the cake and try to chart the color spots and lines
that way. Pick a method that interests you.

There’s no wrong or right way to chart this cake. You can chart every sprinkle
you can find, or allow your intuition to guide your mapping. You can even eat

Charting & Reading the Matrix:

Oracle Cyborg Confetti Cake
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The class sat outside in India Point Park on a
warm spring day. We made art together, passed
around projects, beautiful objects we each had
made. And at golden hour, I cut the confetti cake.
I made guiding questions that encouraged a
collective reading and an individual reading of
the cake.
Witchcraft is a way that I’m able to honor the
Earth’s gifts, and the gift of my body. It is a gift
to share a golden hour with others in generosity,
and in warmth.

one’s self. Divination is a gift to give to others, so
and evolve from.
Witchcraft and divination are practicing
centering joy and mutual aid, they are in the spirit
of looking for mutual connection and relation to
everything/one around you.
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mile-a-minute
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Clover sits with the vine,
the

two

entangled,

exhausted.
Where did this vine

Is your goal to take the

begin? Where were the

body? Is it to claim new
bodies? Will you take
my journeys, my past,
my future, my erased
memories?

also

Can this organic, new,

Those who knew me, can

known as the kudzu

green matter, claim the

pay respects. Walk the

vine, or, the vine that ate

body they share?

miles and ridges I have

the South

Display the steel body,

walked.

“Mile-a-minute,”

in our Shady Grove once
you no longer need it,
once I’m gone.
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[questions of ownership,

isolation, you can take

you’ve made me who I

the burden of being the

am now, despite the pain

owner of this body]

& the isolation, you force

In youth, my paths grew

me into care systems,

by miles. I knew you

despite the pain & the

harbored snakes.

Your
purple honey drew me
in.

Your

vines

unstoppable, a miracle
the radio told me.
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The preacher told me,
this was a miracle once.
To me, to God. You were

This you may already

bound to save us. You

understand.

are bound to kill us.

around me, in me, and

Swarm

destory me. But lead my
friends to this tree, were
my last words linger,
You could be a miracle

If you thought I could

You’ve

once more. Once more

love

taken an old body and

you can be a miracle.

You’d be lying, that’s for

you

any

more,

renewed

me,

changed its function.

sure. An illness wraps
itself around me. In
open air, time will take
me. Tendrils slip past

In light, buzzing, you swarm my shadows. You’d be

defenses.

amazed I once had something like you. But these

Why

taking so long?

is

it

memories aren’t mine.

until the earth takes
those too.
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In my youth
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An illness wraps itself around me

Our paths grew in miles
I watched you harbor snakes

Mile-a-minute through starry rotations

Entranced by your purple honey

Take what is left and leave me a tree.

Preacher told me

You were bound to save us

You were a miracle once

You are bound to kill us

Growing through barren ground
You are unstoppable

You’ve renewed me
You’ve weakened me

Against a tree we wake
Take what is left and leave me a tree.

stronger than metal, you weave/want/wander
through me

You’d be amazed

Take what’s left and leave me a tree.

I once saw something like you
In a purple pot, begging for water

But this was a miracle once

In open air, time will take me

You can be a miracle once more
Once more you can be a miracle

In light, buzzing

To me, Oh God, Oh God, Oh God

You swarm my shadows
Taking an old busted body

Take what is left and leave me a tree.

mile-a-minute
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Clover returns to this
valley many times. The
valley holds the bodies of
the men who held her
captive

over

many

centuries. She choses a
body, a bone, and makes
a set of runes from them.
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But sometimes, often in fact,

Thunder changes my sight

You can’t make it better.

Rain shall not ever fall
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In this valley of false realities
An unbalanced triad.

My dreams will wake me

Staggering towards the forest entrance
Vine, grass, and fern blend together
Slowly wander into the world
Death walks along

In prolonged panic

Far, I am from any body

Gripping with piercing pressure

The angel of history knew

Shattered pieces embed in the warm coals

Each path of bones I’d cross
I’ll clean and cut
I’ll clean and cut

The last of him

The last of him

Oh God have mercy on me

Oh God have mercy on me
Trade ‘em at the Ohio
Trade ‘em at the Ohio

For a few new steel strings

For a few new steel strings

Oh God have mercy on me

Oh God have mercy on me
In borrowed time
Eagles take their place

Sacred trees appear to me

Forest of gray

In dreams men remind me

This is not where I’ll be found
Of my borrowed time
Twin dogs take off

My borrowed breath

Knocking breath from me

My borrowed bones/skeleton

Bearing this ritual of a curse
Dropping dead weight machine

They sing to me
Of days I do not remember

I’ll clean and cut

When there was no such thing as weather

The last of him
Oh God have mercy on me

I am breaking with each sleep
Oh God have mercy on me

Trade ‘em at the Ohio

Oh God have mercy on me

For a few new steel strings

Oh God have mercy on me

Oh God have mercy on me

untitled ballad
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When Clover was held
captive,

she

regularly

would

have

selected

her

memories

erased by a mechanic.
Since surfacing, she has
a

healing

practice,

reviewing the pieces of
memories that she still
has

access

creating
fantasies.

to

and

revenge
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Erased memory

Fugitive weeding

Steal, still/still, steal my breath

He uproots me body in blood

He is a thief of blood, body, and breath

Possesses for the

Blood, body and breath
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Dissection ritual
Leaving me identical

When you go

I may seem

I will be

But, the dead wake me.

All alone
What’s left of you

When you go

Is left in me

I will be
All alone

Sun shone as I

What’s left of you

Clung to patchy grass

Is left in me

& he reached through me

I close my eyes

Shadows danced

And I can

Through 30,000 trees

Almost see:

In late evening

The look you gave

In my favorite dress

When you

Hidden under pine trees

Took possession of me

When you go

I’m feeling vengeful

I will be

As the sun crosses the divide

All alone

Guilt will never fall upon him

What’s left of you

Until he dies.

Is left in me
I close my eyes
And I can
Almost see:

erased memory
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“To be loving is to be open to grief, to be touched
by

sorrow,

even

sorrow

that

is

unending.”

bell

hooks
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> Shady Grove > Oak of Ash
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> Clover’s Runes
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